
El Salvador Natamaya 
Pacamara 

Finding gems.
Rewarding quality pursuing new partnerships.

Coffee Specifications

Brewing Guidelines
This Pacamara has a beautiful 

sweetness and aromatic com-

plexicty that brews great with 

longer ratios and brew times. 

Filter: 1:17 ratio, 4 -5 minute brews, 
medium grind
Espresso: 18g in, 42-45 out, 
30-32 seconds

Finca Natamaya is named for the two daughters of Hermann and 
Nena Mendez, Natalia and Mayita. In a way, this project represents 
the future, just like their daughters do. The farm was purchased by 
the family with the specific intention of developing the quality of 
the coffee to a level that land had never seen before. At Natamaya, 
experimental small lots of unique coffee varieties have been plant-
ed on the heels of standard quality improvements: better cherry 
selection, more consistency in drying processes, controlled fermen-
tation. Those steps have helped develop these fledgling experimen-
tal plots, giving way to a small but stunning Pacamara lot. 

In 2012, the Mendez family sorted their coffees into 50 micro lots in 
order to experience with Jared the difference in flavor development 
and quality of each parcel of land. The results were eye-opening 
and integral in the Mendez family better understanding how to 
build higher quality blended lots. This level of commitment 
produced the cleanest, sweetest lots yet, and helped Ruby under-
stand the weight of what a partnership could mean. Just by provid-
ing an outlet for specialty coffee, Ruby has helped the Mendez 
family pursue the types of projects they wanted to. 

Region: Sonsonate Department 
Producer: Ortiz and Mendez 
families
Elevation: 1600 meters 
Variety: Pacamara 
Processing: washed, sun-dried 
Taste notes: honeydew melon, 
cherry pie, cane sugar



We’re honored to be able to feature this coffee. The flavors are bright, fruit-forward, floral, and sweet 
in a way that defies the big, chocolate forward flavors from other parts of the farm. The continual 
support of Ruby buying specialty lots from Natamaya over the past four yeas have not only made 
general picking and processing efforts more viable, it also has created an environment that pursues 
sustainability and growth. Reserve microlots can often fetch a much higher price for farmers, and 
makes them an attractive pursuit in trying to make coffee farming financially viable. Unfortunately, it 
becomes difficult to achieve high yields with these types of varieties, so overall revenue doesn’t always 
increase if these projects take over too much of the farm’s bandwidth. With Ruby consistently support-
ing lots from Talnamica and Natamaya, as well as pursuing coffees from this specialty microlot 
garden, Ruby’s able to contribute to a diversified farming approach that brings more financial viabili-
ty to these farms. We’re humbled to be able to share this coffee, and are excited about what more 
continued years of this partnership can bring. 

Developing a coffee like this Pacamara lot is not easy work. Experimental plots of land can often 
offer producers a way to establish a small lot of rare or sought-after varieties, but it also creates 
risk. It’s often expensive to plant new seedlings, and they need plenty of fertilizer and attention 
over a five year growth period before any coffee is even available for harvest. The first time Jared 
visited the farm, Natamaya was just starting the conversion to high-end specialty lots. There was 
an empty plot of land on one of the higher slopes that Hermann explained was going to be utilized 
for planting the sought after auction favorite Gesha variety, the reliable Kenya-centric SL-28 vari-
ety, and, finally, the hybrid of Pacas and Maragogipe: Pacamara. As Jared visited the farm in 
ensuing years, the plot was starting to develop, leading to the first Pacamara harvest last year, 
yielding a full bag, and to this year’s harvest — four bags exclusively produced for Ruby. 
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